
Gratitude for Being a Part of the Riverscape Family in 2023

As we reflect on the year gone by, we extend our heartfelt gratitude to each and every one of you
for being an integral part of the Riverscape family. Your support, engagement, and commitment
to the success of our students make Riverscape Career Tech High School a thriving community.
Thank you for being with us on this journey of growth and achievement.

Introducing Literacy Hour: Nurturing Reading Excellence
We are excited to announce a new initiative at Riverscape - Literacy Hour! After lunch, students
will engage in focused reading activities, grouped based on their STAR scores. This personalized
approach ensures that each student learns and grows at their individual reading level. Parents,
you can play a vital role by asking your students about the words of the week and how they are
integrated across all subjects. Together, let's foster a love for reading and literacy excellence at
Riverscape!

Celebrating Perfect Attendance: Our First Attendance Party!
A round of applause for 30 students who achieved perfect attendance in our first week back! To
further encourage consistent attendance, we're introducing First Thursdays. Students with a 90%
attendance rate for the month, along with no discipline referrals or suspensions, will have the
opportunity to participate in this exciting monthly event. Let's celebrate the importance of being
present and engaged in the learning experience!
As we continue to grow, learn, and celebrate achievements together, we look forward to an
enriching and successful journey ahead. Thank you for being an essential part of the Riverscape
family.
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DJANUARY 2024

January 18 - Principal Parent Chat
January 31 - Staff Professional Development (No School)

February 1 - Parent Teacher Conferences

UPCOMING EVENTS



In the vibrant realm of Mr. Waggoner's class, a wave of creativity
has taken form as students embark on the exciting journey of
sculpture-making. The studio buzzes with the hum of imagination
as students are granted the freedom to shape their artistic visions
into tangible works of art. With clay in hand and inspiration as their
guide, each student dives into the realm of sculpting, allowing their
creativity to flow freely.
In this expressive environment, we hope to witness the emergence
of future artistic luminaries. As students mold and shape, we dare
to dream that among them may be the next Yinka Shonibare, a
trailblazer in contemporary sculpture known for his dynamic and
thought-provoking works. Mr. Waggoner's class becomes not just
a space for artistic exploration, but a nurturing ground for the
potential growth of visionary artists.
May the sculptures crafted in this classroom echo the diversity of
ideas, perspectives, and talents within our student body. Here's to
fostering a creative haven where the seeds of artistic brilliance are
sown, and where the next generation of sculptors finds their voice
and inspiration.

CLASSROOM SPOTLIGHT

2023-2024 BASKETBALL TEAM

The Riverscape Navigators, in an exciting partnership with the East
End Community Center basketball team, have embarked on a thrilling
season, showcasing their talent and determination on the court. The
team has demonstrated resilience and skill with a 2-2 record thus far,
and their journey promises to be one filled with excitement and
growth.
As the Navigators reach for the stars, their upcoming games hold the
promise of more thrilling moments and opportunities to shine. The
games are scheduled on Sundays, offering a perfect way for the
community to come together and support our talented athletes. Here
are the dates for the remaining six games:

January 21st at 10 am
January 28th at 10 am
February 4th at 12 pm
February 11th at 9 am

February 18th at 10 am
February 25th at 11 am

All games take place at the Kindom Sports Center, located at 440
Watkins Glen Dr, Franklin, OH 45005. Your cheers and encouragement
mean the world to our Navigators as they continue their journey on the
basketball court. Let's come together to support the team and make
this season one to remember!


